
Spring 2023 
 
ENG 231-001/ 10400/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 10:00 am-10:50 am/ HUMHAL 208/ Johnson V 
ENG 231-002/ 10401/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am/ HUMHAL 208/ Johnson V 
 
New Perspectives: Global Views of Movement and Contact 
  
The perspective we use to understand a historical event or moment is vital. This course will explore literatures that 
provide different moments in historical global encounters between peoples (or nations) and confront how “standard” 
expectations and ideas change when new information, points of view, or cultural perspectives shift within these stories. 
These literatures will explore stories that accommodate historical and cultural information to produce re-examinations of 
travel and first contact stories, immigration, movement, and change.  
 
Satisfies humanities general education requirement for 3 hours in literature or 3 hours in humanities. Prerequisite(s): ENG 
102 (or 104). Students must complete ENG 231 (or 233) and 232 (or 234) before enrolling in any English course 
numbered 301 or above, with the exceptions of ENG 361 and 408. 
   
ENG 231-003/ 12191/ Global Literature Survey/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Atwood E 
ENG 231-004/ 10411/ Global Literature Survey/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Atwood E 

Myth, Monster, Mermaid: Making the Human 

In this section of Global Literature, we will tackle a variety of texts from the ancient world to contemporary film, asking 
questions about how humanity has defined itself through the fictional monsters that it creates. By examining foundational 
texts from Western literature (such as The Odyssey, Beowulf, The Tempest, Frankenstein), we will begin to develop a 
theory of monster-making that responds to cultural pressures including multiculturalism, colonialism, scientific 
development, and religious upheaval. By exploring these canonical exemplars alongside more recent works such as the 
Afrofuturist mermaid utopia The Deep (Solomon) and the art-horror film The Babadook, we will explore the role that 
monsters and the imagination play in our own lives. 

ENG 231-005/ 13777/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 12:00 pm-12:50 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Johnston H 
 
Nature Writing 
 
This course will explore the literary genre of nature writing, closely studying and examining a variety of texts including 
nonfiction, fiction, and poetry.  
 
ENG 232-001/ 10439/ Global Literature Topics/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ HUMHAL 309/ Murphy J 
ENG 232-002/ 10440/ Global Literature Topics/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ HUMHAL 309/ Murphy J 
 
UNQUIET:  VOICES OF CONSCIENCE AND PROTEST SINCE 1945 
 
"What goes around comes around" may be a pop karma standard, but in cases of prejudice, discrimination, injustice, and 
wars of many kinds, the history of humanity often seems to move in a dark and foolish circle.  Small lies turn into big 
ones.  Bad ideas turn into beliefs.  And power exercised on both ends of the political spectrum creates enormous harm.  
But then, just as often, voices of protest arise that attempt to restore dignity and try to remind us of our shared humanity.  
From Eastern Europe to the Caribbean to the Middle East and to the heart of the USA, we will explore authors and singers 
whose voices seek peace and justice and offer inspiration for others who do the same.  They may be writing directly for 
the rights of women, Jews, African Americans, LGBTQ+ people, or those living under totalitarian regimes (and 
sometimes nearly all at once), but their lessons are universally important for those who think critically, express themselves 
clearly, and dream hopefully.  Our texts will include those listed below, and our assignments will be short responses to the 
texts, an engaged scholarly research paper, and spaces for students to offer their own examples of artists such as these.  
 
James Baldwin Going to Meet the Man 
Yehuda Amichai  The Selected Poetry 



Allen Ginsberg Howl and Other Poems 
Vaclav Havel Letters to Olga 
Jamaica Kincaid At the Bottom of the River 
Lucille Clifton  How to Carry Water:  Selected Poems  
Terrance Hayes  American Sonnets for My Once and Future Assassin 
The music of Nina Simone, Bob Dylan and Bob Marley 
 
ENG 232-003/ 10441/ Global Literature Topics/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ HUMHAL 208/ Beringer A 
 
“Introduction to Comics and Graphic Narratives” 
 
Graphic Narrative is a general term for comic strips, graphic novels, bandes desinées, manga, sequential prints, and 
webcomics. In recent years, cultural and literary critics have recognized that graphic narratives are more than just simple 
pictures or hollow amusements; they are a sophisticated medium with their own elaborate language and conventions. 
 
This section of English 232 explores the history and theory of this exciting artistic and literary medium from the 18th 
century to the present across multiple global cultures. Course readings will feature important historical works like William 
Hogarth’s A Rake’s Progress and Rodolphe Töpffer’s Monsieur Vieux Bois, classic newspaper comics like Winsor 
McCay’s Little Nemo in Slumberland and George Herriman’s Krazy Kat, Bandes Desinées like Herge’s Tintin au Tibet 
and Penelope Bagieu’s Cadavre Exquis (Exquisite Corpse) , manga like Osamu Tezuka’s Astroboy and Rioko Ikeda’s 
Rose of Versailles, superhero comics from the golden age to the present including Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight 
Returns and G. Willow Wilson’s Ms. Marvel, graphic novels like Emil Ferris’ My Favorite Thing is Monsters and John 
Lewis’ March, as well as recent webcomics by Dan Schkade, Liana Finck, and others. 
 
ENG 232-004/ 13324/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 12:00 pm-12:50 pm/ HUMHAL 206/ Rozelle H 
 
BIPOC Gothics  
 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary Definition of BIPOC--“Black, Indigenous, (and) People of Color.”  
Urban Dictionary Definition of BIPOC--“A politically correct racial slur invented by woke white people.” 
  

BIPOC, an acronym that seeks to encapsulate the shared experiences of non-whites, is almost as troubling as the term 
GOTHIC, a literary genre that “remains fascinated by objects and practices that are constructed as negative, irrational, 
immoral and fantastic” (Botting). Gothic literature shadows the “progress of modernity with counternarratives displaying 
the underside of enlightenment and humanist values” (Botting), just as so-called BIPOC writers offer counternarratives to 
utopian visions of a post-racial West to display scary undersides of the American dream. This course will explore Gothic 
literature written by contemporary Black, Native American, and Latinx authors to understand major differences among 
these groups and also determine if the works selected share any motifs, anxieties, and monsters.  
Required Texts  
Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison  
Beloved by Toni Morrison  
Sing, Unburied Sing by Jesmyn Ward  
The Only Good Indians by Stephen Graham Jones  
Her Body and other Parties by Carmen Maria Machado  
Mexican Gothic by Silvia Moreno-Garcia  
and  
Selected films of Jordan Peele and Guillermo del Toro  
 
ENG 232-005/ 10444/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 10:00 am-10:50 am/ HUMHAL 309/ Webb S 
ENG 232-006/ 11825/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am/ HUMHAL 309/ Webb S 
 
Folk and Fairy Tales 
 
When we think of fairy tales, we tend to think of exquisitely animated Disney films, filled with princesses in ballgowns, 
princes overcome with love at first sight, and cute, fluffy animals who sing happy songs to distressed heroines. Our 
Disneyfied image of fairy tales has arguably taken away from our collective awareness of just how complex, rich and 



downright weird these old stories can be. Folktales have been told and retold by ordinary people for centuries, long before 
the invention of writing and film. While we tend to identify them with children, their frequent violence and moral 
complexity make them challenging and immensely powerful reads for adults.  
This course will survey folktales from Europe, Africa and the Middle East. We’ll look at different versions of similar tales 
from different eras and cultural traditions. Since an understanding of the folktale is impossible without a theoretical 
background, we’ll also read some influential theories about them, such as psychoanalytic, feminist and socio-cultural. 
 
Readings: 

Christine Jones and Jennifer Schacker, eds. Marvelous Transformations. Broadview Press. 
 
Mahdi/Hussain Haddawy, tr., Arabian Nights. W.W. Norton. 

 
ENG 232-007/ 14178/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 09:00 am-09:50 am/ HUMHAL 208/ Mahaffey P 
 
Carnival at the Edge of the Abyss: New Orleans and the Reality of the Not Yet  
 
The thoughts of a native New Orleanian:  “To live mindfully in New Orleans is to dwell dialectically on the edge, to 
border borders ambiguously, and to inhabit [in between spaces] precariously. This privileged position allows one to 
understand what lies either inside or over the edge, what exists on each side of the border, and what stands outside the [in 
between spaces]. It allows one to be both inside and outside at the same time.” The philosophical nature of this 
observation defines New Orleans as a location of the “Not Yet”, a distinctive way of situating the city that operates on the 
principles of uncertainty and synchronous / asynchronous duality. This is a particular location that can easily disorient 
anyone who exists in a reality where the logicality of everyday life is the goal of everyday life. However, striving for 
“normalcy” is not the case in New Orleans where the abnormal is normal across a wide spectrum of cultural entities and 
where this type of “realistic location” creates a potential apocalyptic moment of significant creative possibilities 
consciously placed alongside a potential apocalyptic moment created by the city’s precariously physical existence. This 
class will read culturally-centered narratives about New Orleans that identify, examine, and comment upon the inherent 
tension present in the city as a result of its abstract existence “in-between” these two apocalyptic possibilities. 
 
ENG 234-001/ 10448/ Honors Global Lit Topics/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ HUMHAL 306/ Beringer A 
 
“Introduction to Comics and Graphic Narratives” (Honors Section) 
 
Graphic Narrative is a general term for comic strips, graphic novels, bandes desinées, manga, sequential prints, and 
webcomics. In recent years, cultural and literary critics have recognized that graphic narratives are more than just simple 
pictures or hollow amusements; they are a sophisticated medium with their own elaborate language and conventions. 
 
This section of English 232 explores the history and theory of this exciting artistic and literary medium from the 18th 
century to the present across multiple global cultures. Course readings will feature important historical works like William 
Hogarth’s A Rake’s Progress and Rodolphe Töpffer’s Monsieur Vieux Bois, classic newspaper comics like Winsor 
McCay’s Little Nemo in Slumberland and George Herriman’s Krazy Kat, Bandes Desinées like Herge’s Tintin au Tibet 
and Penelope Bagieu’s Cadavre Exquis (Exquisite Corpse) , manga like Osamu Tezuka’s Astroboy and Rioko Ikeda’s 
Rose of Versailles, superhero comics from the golden age to the present including Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight 
Returns and G. Willow Wilson’s Ms. Marvel, graphic novels like Emil Ferris’ My Favorite Thing is Monsters and John 
Lewis’ March, as well as recent webcomics by Dan Schkade, Liana Finck, and others. 
 
Note: The honors section of this course places increased emphasis on collaborative and experiential teaching and learning 
methods. 
 
ENG 261-001/ 12194/ Intro to Creative Writing/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 307/ Murphy J 
 
INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE WRITING 
 
This course is the first installment in a three-part sequence available in creative writing.  We’ll begin with exercises, 
activities and readings that will help build an appreciation of the causes and effects of our words as we comment on the 
world around us.  Next, we’ll explore several genres of creative writing, starting with poetry, then shifting into prose 



midway through the course.  Along the way, we’ll read the work of prominent contemporaries in the Best American 
Poetry and Best American Short Stories anthologies, and discuss what we find as readers who are also writers.  We’ll 
begin to conceive of creative writing as a process, and we’ll become acquainted with several varieties of contemporary 
poetry and prose.  In addition to the creative writing assigned for the course, students will be asked to attend in-person 
creative writing events on campus and to review a publishing venue of their choosing.  Writers at all levels of experience 
are welcome.  No prior workshop experience is required, though an appreciation of or openness to contemporary literary 
writing is strongly encouraged. 
 
ENG 300-001/ 10450/ Introduction to the Major/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 204/ Johnson V 
 
Introduction to Literary Studies 

The study of English literature is an exercise in intellectual empathy and critical understanding. ENG 300 prepares 
students for the advanced study of literature, writing, and research by reading broadly, thinking profoundly, and reacting 
critically. We will encounter current and historic trends in literary and composition studies, with a particular emphasis on 
critical approaches and research methods; we will grapple with vocabulary and skills vital to success in the major, and 
discuss how to apply these skills professionally.  

In this course students will encounter and explore multiple critical and theoretical approaches to literature and literary 
criticism; contribute meaningfully to the community of scholars who write about language and literature; learn and master 
research techniques; and engage multiple aspects of what it means to major in English. 

Required texts: 

• Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory (4th edition), Peter Barry. ISBN: 
9781526121790 

• The Canterbury Tales (translated by Neville Coghill), Geoffrey Chaucer. ISBN: 9780140424386 
• Telling Tales, Patience Agbabi. ISBN: 9781782111573 
• Refugee Tales, David Herd. ISBN: 9781910974230 
• Sometimes We Tell the Truth, Kim Zarins. ISBN 9781481465007 

English majors and minors are strongly encouraged to take ENG 300 during the Global Literature sequence (231/233 and 
232/234). Students must earn a minimum grade of C for ENG 300 to earn credit in the major. Prerequisite(s): ENG 
102/104, or equivalent.  
 
English Major Distribution: ENG 300 
 
ENG 301-051/ 14171/ Special Topics in Lang & Lit/ M 05:00 pm-07:45 pm/ HUMHAL 206/ Atwood E 

Approaches to Teaching Shakespeare 

Are you exploring a career as an English teacher? This course will help you grow your confidence as you learn how to 
present Shakespeare in a way that engages students and makes learning something hard both enjoyable and rewarding. 
Part history, part theory, and part praxis, we will explore the Shakespearean pedagogical tradition and will update this 
tradition with a variety of contemporary techniques for meeting students in the classroom at various skill levels. During 
the course, you will work on your own unit plans and lesson plans that you can adapt in your future career. All majors are 
welcome, though the course may be of particular interest to English, Theater, and Education students who plan to teach in 
the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ENG 305-001/ 10451/ Literature in English Survey I/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ HUMHAL 204/ Johnson V 
 
Literature in English Survey I 
 
A survey of literature in English from the Middle Ages to 1700, with an emphasis on major trends and influential writers. 
Required of all English majors. Required texts: The Norton Anthology of English Literature 10th Edition (Vol. A, B, and 
C) and The Tempest: Norton Critical Edition. 
 
Prerequisite(s): ENG 300, although students may petition to take ENG 300 as a co-requisite. 
 
English Major Distribution: ENG 305 
 
ENG 306-001/ 11023/ Literature English Survey II/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Beringer A 
 
Survey of Literature in English II  
 
A survey of literature in English from 1700-1900, with emphasis on major trends, influential writers, and the transatlantic 
dialogue that emerged following the American Revolution. We will explore developments as writers responded to the 
exigencies of living in a world transformed by war, slavery, migration, industrialization, and the emergence of the United 
States and Britain as imperial powers. Our discussions will take us through major formal developments such as romantic 
poetry, realism, and the rise of the novel. We will also explore the ever-expanding array of ethnic and subaltern literature 
of this period. Three recurring motifs will help us organize our study: Conceptions of citizenship, depictions of the natural 
environment, and transatlantic circuits of intellectual exchange. 
 
ENG 307-001/ 10452/ Literature English Survey III/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 206/ Rozelle H 

Literature in English Survey III  

A survey course required of all English majors, English 307 covers major authors and pivotal works in literature of the 
20th and early 21st centuries. Course objectives include familiarizing students with relevant texts, contexts, and current 
critical paradigms. Students will take two tests, write two papers, and offer presentations with handouts.  

Required Texts:  

Norton Anthology of English Literature 10th ed. (VF)  

Norton Anthology of American Literature 9th ed. (VD/VE) 

ENG 310-301/ 10453/ Literature for Children/ Online Asynchronous/ Webb S 
 
Literature for Children 
 
In this course, we will study children’s literature as a distinctive literary art form, and as an aid to teaching. We’ll read 
some classic children’s books as well as some newer releases, along with picture books and graphic novels. A further goal 
of this class is to offer future teachers (and interested general readers) the tools for reading children’s books critically, for 
locating the latest research in the field, and for thinking about issues around censorship and the freedom the read. 
 
Tentative readings: 

Christopher Paul Curtis, Bud, Not Buddy 
 Amy Timberlake, One Came Home 

Kate DiCamillo, The Tale of Despereaux 
 Nic Stone, Clean Getaway 
 Cece Bell, El Deafo 
 Charles Waters and Irene Latham, African Town 

Selected picture books 
 



ENG 361-001/ 13807/ Intermediate Creative Writing/ TR 03:30 pm-04:45 pm/ HUMHAL 307/ Wurzbacher A 
 
Intermediate Creative Writing (Fiction) 
 
This course is an intermediate-level, workshop-based seminar on the short story. We will read and analyze published and 
student-produced stories from a writer’s perspective, which is to say that in our analysis of the stories we read, we will 
concentrate on how various craft elements function and combine to create compelling narratives. We will pay particular 
attention to the relationship between a story’s content and its form. How does the form of a story—that is, its shape, or the 
way it is told—relate to its subject matter or contribute to its theme? How can we, as writers, use craft to shape meaning? 
Readings will consist of student stories, published story collections, and essays on the craft of fiction. 
 
ENG 365-051/ 14135/ Creative Writing: Forms/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ HUMHAL 307/ Wurzbacher A 
 
Creative Writing Forms: Magic(al) Realism 
 
In this course, which will combine fiction writing and literary study, we will examine magical realism from a craft 
perspective. Magical realism makes use of the usual devices of realist literary fiction but treats the supernatural as an 
ordinary matter that is accepted and unchallenged by the story’s characters. We will read novels and short fiction from 
different cultural and historical contexts in order to compare the workings of magical realism in North and South America 
over time. This course includes a workshop component; students will submit original creative writing for critique in 
addition to composing critical essays. The creative work should be inspired and guided by course readings. 
 
ENG 405-051/ 13105/ Studies in One or Two Authors/ M 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Beringer A 
ENG 505-051/ 13106/ Studies in One or Two Authors/ M 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Beringer A 
 
Mark Twain 
 
“Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will be prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will be 
banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be shot.” Mark Twain’s famous self-deprecating comments about 
Huckleberry Finn encapsulate both the persistent appeal and the challenge of studying Twain’s writing. On one hand, 
Twain is firmly enshrined in the pantheon of American literature as a profound innovator in American literary art and is 
seen as one of the nineteenth-century’s most significant thinkers on issues ranging from race to religion to imperialism. 
On the other, Twain himself would probably tell us that he was only joking and that we shouldn’t take him so seriously or 
analyze his work. 

But analyze him we must! Thus, despite the better judgment of all those involved, this class offers an in-depth 
exploration of Twain’s writings and biography. Students will encounter Twain’s major works such as Innocents Abroad, 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Tragedy of Puddn’head Wilson, and The Diaries of Adam & Eve; they will 
study lesser-known and unfinished fragments such as The Mysterious Stranger, and they will examine Twain’s status as a 
public figure and celebrity. Along the way, the class will track the major trends in Twain scholarship including historicist, 
feminist, and postcolonial perspectives. 
 
ENG 412-001/ 14138/ Studies in Poetry/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ HUMHAL 308/ Webb S and Forrester S 
ENG 512-001/ 14139/ Studies in Poetry/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ HUMHAL 308/ Webb S and Forrester S 
 
 (Cross-listed with Philosophy 465 and Honors 409) 
 
Studies in Poetry 
 
This course explores the productive tensions between poetry and philosophy in the Romantic period. We will examine the 
relationship between philosophy and literature by reading the poetry of the “long nineteenth century” in relation to the big 
philosophical questions that inform its aesthetic projects, which in many ways is still our project. What is poetry for, and 
what moral good does it produce in society? Does it get us genuine knowledge? Can it teach us something true about 
human nature and society, even though it tells lies?  
To answer these questions, we’ll read works by Plato, Edmund Burke, Immanuel Kant, and some excerpts from John 
Stuart Mill and Mary Wollstonecraft, alongside the poetry of William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Charlotte 
Smith, Lord Byron, John Keats, Percy Bysshe Shelley and others. All of these thinkers and poets found these questions so 



challenging that it inspired their most profound and revolutionary works. We will delve into the philosophical basis for 
concepts like the sublime and the beautiful, look at theories of the imagination, and try to come to some conclusions about 
the basis of aesthetic taste, and the usefulness writing and reading. In the end, students should come away from this class 
with a clearer sense of what’s at stake in poetry, why its tensions with philosophy still matter today, and what role both 
disciplines play in society. 

ENG 423-001/ 14144/ Medieval Literature/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ HUMHAL 306/ Johnson V 
ENG 523-001/ 14145/ Medieval Literature/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ HUMHAL 306/ Johnson V 
 
Medieval Bodies 
 
The body tells the story: but how many stories are there to tell?  Medieval people saw their bodies as simultaneously all-
too-mortal tools, as well as instruments for achieving uniquely human spiritual accomplishments. This course will explore 
different “types” of bodies by reading medieval literatures alongside contemporary historical documents and current 
literary theories that address trauma, disability, and the legal positions bodies occupy independent of the people who 
inhabit those bodies. We will explore the potential, limitations, and obligations of a sovereign’s body, a woman’s body, a 
saintly body, and more, with particular attention to bodies that cross categories as harbingers of change.  
 
Prerequisite(s): ENG 300, although students may take ENG 300 as a co-requisite. 
 
English Major Distribution: Period; literature before 1800; British literature 
 
ENG 439-051/ 14155/ Special Topics in Literature/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Atwood E 
ENG 539-051/ 14156/ Special Topics in Literature/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Atwood E 

"Speak I Will": Women and Gender in the Renaissance 

This special topics course will explore the role of women and gender in the Renaissance. We will examine 16th/17th 
century scientific theories of sex and gender; medical handbooks about childbirth and women’s bodies; laws outlining the 
political and legal status of women; and a variety of genres of writing both by and about women. Some sample texts may 
include the letters and speeches of English Queens; noble women's diaries, sonnets, and prose romances; legal complaints 
from middle class women; popular misogynistic pamphlets; religious writing by early women martyrs; paintings by Italian 
women artists; cookbooks written and annotated by multiple generations of Renaissance women; and plays like The 
Taming of the Shrew and its lesser-known "sequel," The Tamer Tamed. By the end of the course, you will have an 
historically-grounded understanding of the complex social forces that inform gender roles and the ways writing, words, 
and fiction can shape these forces and still shape our lives today. 

ENG 454-001/ 13794/ Studies in Comp & Rhetoric/ MWF 10:00 am-10:50 am/ HUMHAL 306/ Mwenja C 
ENG 554-001/ 13795/ Studies in Comp & Rhetoric/ MWF 10:00 am-10:50 am/ HUMHAL 306/ Mwenja C 
(This course is cross-listed with PJS 470, and is an approved AAS elective) 
 
Intersectionality and the Rhetoric of Justice 
 
This course grounds students in theories of intersectionality and restorative practices, building on discussions of readings 
from three textbooks: Intersectionality: A Foundations and Frontiers Reader, The Little Book of Race and Restorative 
Justice, and The Restorative Practices Handbook. Students then learn to apply those theories in analyzing popular media 
pieces—such as articles published in the New York Times, Atlantic, Slate etc.—for their unstated attitudes towards the 
idea of justice as well as how they account for intersectional concerns. Students will finish the semester with a strong 
understanding of both intersectionality and restorative practices and how these ideas might shape current popular 
discourse. Graduate students will present three mini-lessons on the topic of their choice within the overall course inquiry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ENG 456-001/ 13796/ Writing Process: Theories & Pract/ MWF 01:00 pm-01:50 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Mwenja C 
ENG 556-001/ 14157/ Writing Process: Theories & Pract/ MWF 01:00 pm-01:50 pm/ HUMHAL 208/ Mwenja C 
(This course is cross-listed with ES 410) 
 
Pre-requisites:  ENG 102 (104)  
 
Writing Process: Writing for the Environment 
 
This course explores a few exigent questions: Why do people need to write well on behalf of the environment? How 
might a writer’s process change in composing the many different kinds of environmental texts? How could an embedded 
writing instructor’s approach be different when working specifically with environmental writers? 
 
Students in this course will survey current academic literature focused on situated writing pedagogy and writing 
processes—along with a variety of environmental writings—to examine multiple ways that people approach the writing 
process, various goals that composers have for writing, and wide-ranging ways of exploring environmental concerns 
through the act of writing.  
 
During the term, students will develop individualized glossaries covering key terms in the semester’s work, and each 
student will pursue individual research, connecting current and foundational literature in one area of focus. Throughout 
the semester, students will also work to create mini-lessons appropriate for tutoring sessions or classroom instruction. 
Graduate students will develop an ENG 101 course designed to fulfill the goals and objectives of the University of 
Montevallo’s First-Year Composition curriculum.  
 
ENG 456 fulfills one elective for the Minors in Professional Writing and Creative Writing and is pre-requisite or co-
requisite to working in the Harbert Writing Center.  
 
All course readings will be provided in Canvas. 
 
ENG 461-001/ 10343/ Advanced Creative Writing/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ HUMHAL 307/ Murphy J 
ENG 561-001/ 14159/ Advanced Creative Writing/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ HUMHAL 307/ Murphy J 
 
ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING:  CREATIVE NON-FICTION 
 
The focus for this advanced course will be creative nonfiction, a gigantic field of inquiry, comprised (compressed?) for 
our purposes of the creative essay, memoir, and the writing of witness. Writing and workshopping original creative 
nonfiction will be the top priorities in this course, but we’ll also increase our understanding of the traditions of creative 
nonfiction by exploring Lex Williford and Michael Martone’s Touchstone Anthology of Contemporary Creative 
Nonfiction:  Work from 1970 to the Present, Mary Karr’s The Art of Memoir, and the latest edition of The Best American 
Essays. Short essay reviews of a contemporary creative nonfiction title and attendance at creative writing events are also 
required. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite(s): ENG 361 or consent of instructor.  
 
ENG 474-001/ 14160/ Anglophone Literature/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 308/ Rickel J 
ENG 574-001/ 14161/ Anglophone Literature/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 308/ Rickel J 
 
Anglophone Literature: Post-Apartheid South African Literature 
 
This course will study literature that explores the ethically and politically complicated reality of post-apartheid South 
Africa. In this former settler colony, the apartheid system of institutionalized racial segregation structured the relationship 
between the former colonizer and formerly colonized from 1948 to the early 1990s. Since then a new post-apartheid 
nationalism has attempted to unite a once violently divided nation, and literature has emerged as a site for negotiating the 
process of remembering and forgetting a history of racial stratification, militarization, and torture. This course will 
consider debates over the political responsibilities that literature should fulfill, examine the power dynamics of 
storytelling, and analyze how fiction fits into socioeconomic and political interactions at both the national and 
international levels. As we study post-apartheid literature, we will investigate such issues as the public, political staging of 
human rights, how the right to speech and the right to silence are being redefined, and the ways in which gender 



complicates racial and political divides. Together, we will identify and evaluate literary techniques for narrating the 
uncertainties and complications of coming to terms with and moving forward after a sustained period of atrocity. 
 
ENG 485-001/ 10478/ Senior Sem: Capstone Course/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ HUMHAL 204/ Rickel J 
 
Senior Seminar: Literature and Human Rights 
  
What do literature and human rights have to do with each other? Can literature save the world’s poor? Has it healed 
violent political trauma? Does it alleviate mass suffering? Is it able to overturn systemic inequality? Should literature do 
these things? And, how do we readers identify ourselves through the literature we read? To what extent do we wear our 
reading lists as badges of honor? Why do we keep reading?  
  In this capstone course we will consider why human rights have become a dominant framework through which to 
narrate and read political violence in contemporary literature. Focusing on texts concerning Africa, the Caribbean, and the 
Indian subcontinent, we will explore the ways in which human rights discourse depoliticizes crises that result from 
histories of colonialism, inequitable development policies, and the growth of transnational capital. Several of the works 
we will read adopt a testimonial narrative structure that treats political violence as trauma and portrays the narrator as 
testifier and reader as witness. Such narratives suggest that in the exchange between these figures a cathartic process takes 
place and that by proxy the original political violence may be resolved. We will also analyze the strategies through which 
other texts challenge human rights discourse and shift focus from trauma and catharsis to the national and international 
policies, business practices, and cultural narratives that sustain inequitable power structures. As we contemplate how 
literature fits into socioeconomic and political debates and reflects changing national and international power dynamics, 
we will also discuss how these works position us readers within these debates and power structures. 
 
ENG 590-301/ 13117/ Graduate Seminar/ Online Asynchronous / Mahaffey P 
 
The Politics of Racial Trauma in the Novels of Toni Morrison and Jesmyn Ward  
 
A clinical definition of “racial trauma” states that it is “the result of ongoing exposure to racial stressors such as racism, 
racist bias, discrimination, violence against people of color, and racist abuse in the media that creates an environment in 
which a person of color feels unsafe simply because of the color of their skin.” While this definition centers on the 
externalized factors created by the concept of “race”, this class will read select novels from Toni Morrison and Jesmyn 
Ward that exposes and explores the internalized psychological consequences of racial trauma. In their respective novels, 
Morrison and Ward introduce characters who attempt to adapt, at best, to oppressive social conditions generated by their 
seemingly inescapable “Blackness”. There are those whose adaptation appears triumphant over a society that cannot look 
past the color of their skin and those who succumb to the constant social reminders of their racial appearance, but what all 
of these characters have in common is the experience of negotiating the objectifying aims of the racial trauma that become 
integral to the empowering development of their sense of subjectivity. 
 
 

May 2023 
 
ENG 231-301/50095/Global Literature Survey/Online Asynchronous/ Murphy J. 
 
GLOBAL LITERATURE:  MODERN CROSSROADS 
 
Though from vastly different cultural backgrounds, the writers on our syllabus share a conception of bringing “modernity” 
into their works, and each one sought to update, dust off, and revolutionize the genre(s) of writing they practiced.  Often 
met with resistance in their own times, these writers have achieved iconic, even heroic status in subsequent years, as they 
re-examined and re-framed discussions of gender, sexuality, race, and basic human identity that are still relevant and 
essential to our development today.  Writers include Walt Whitman, T.S. Eliot, Zora Neale Hurston, and Robert Hayden. 
 
 
 
 
 



ENG 454-101/50096/Studies in Comp & Rhetoric/M-F 9:00-12:00/HUMHAL 208/ Mwenja C. 
ENG 554-101/50097/Studies in Comp & Rhetoric/M-F 9:00-12:00/HUMHAL 208/ Mwenja C. 
 
Writing about Place—Alabama 
 
Students in this class create multi-modal compositions in response to the places and rhetoric of Alabama as experienced 
via field trips, creative writing prompts, and targeted research. We explore and define Alabama for ourselves, from the 
foothills of the Appalachians, to the heart of the Confederacy and the Civil Rights Movement; from the Rocket City to our 
own personal relationships with the state. In addition to the course text—The Soul of Place: A Creative Writing Workbook 
by Linda Lappin—readings include creative non-fiction models and personalized scholarly research. 
 

Summer I 2023 
 
ENG 471-301/50100/African-American Literature/Online Asynchronous/Mahaffey P. 
ENG 571-301/50101/African-American Literature/Online Asynchronous/Mahaffey P. 
 
Laughing to Keep from Dying: African American Satire in the 21st Century   
 
The concept of race casts a somber but overwhelming shadow over daily American life making it immune to any critique 
that might include humor as a tool of analysis. Defined as an ideological pantheon of human classification and interaction 
as well as a literal metaphor of existence, it is erroneously believed that race is no laughing matter. However, this class 
will “slip the yoke” and examine the ontological “joke” called race through contemporary African American satire. This 
unique brand of satire humorously skewers race with the goal of critically commenting upon contemporary social and 
political issues it engenders. The immediate and relevant questions associated with this examination are:  What constitutes 
African American satire in the 21st century moment and how does this satire creatively and humorously address the 
cultural concept of Blackness? 
 

Summer II 2023 
 
ENG 232-251/50103/Global Literature Topics/M-F 10:20-12:20/HUMHAL 208/Mahaffey P. 
 
Carnival at the Edge of the Abyss: New Orleans and the Reality of the Not Yet  
 
The thoughts of a native New Orleanian:  “To live mindfully in New Orleans is to dwell dialectically on the edge, to 
border borders ambiguously, and to inhabit [in between spaces] precariously. This privileged position allows one to 
understand what lies either inside or over the edge, what exists on each side of the border, and what stands outside the [in 
between spaces]. It allows one to be both inside and outside at the same time.” The philosophical nature of this 
observation defines New Orleans as a location of the “Not Yet”, a distinctive way of situating the city that operates on the 
principles of uncertainty and synchronous / asynchronous duality. This is a particular location that can easily disorient 
anyone who exists in a reality where the logicality of everyday life is the goal of everyday life. However, striving for 
“normalcy” is not the case in New Orleans where the abnormal is normal across a wide spectrum of cultural entities and 
where this type of “realistic location” creates a potential apocalyptic moment of significant creative possibilities 
consciously placed alongside a potential apocalyptic moment created by the city’s precariously physical existence. This 
class will read culturally-centered narratives about New Orleans that identify, examine, and comment upon the inherent 
tension present in the city as a result of its abstract existence “in-between” these two apocalyptic possibilities. 
 


	Mark Twain
	“Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will be prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will be banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be shot.” Mark Twain’s famous self-deprecating comments about Huckleberr...

